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Instructional design and e-learning
Is Instructional design and e-learning for me? Sally Haywood
shares her experiences and gives explanations of the roles.
I often come across technical communicators who
tell me they don’t know to which department they
should belong in their organisation. They feel they
have a low profile, and they find it hard to change
that. Colleagues in other departments don’t seem
to have that problem. Could it be down to their
job title, the nature of their work, or both?
In my line of business, I come across
instructional designers who don’t seem to
have that problem. They work in the world of
learning, where there’s a buzz, where things
are happening, and I started to think to myself,
could technical communicators be part of that?
Could their skills transfer? Are there many
similarities, or too many differences?
I’ve been in the translation industry for over
20 years, and much of my time has been spent
managing technical translations, particularly
long technical manuals in FrameMaker. I have
worked closely with technical communicators
on the client side, doing a lot of technical
troubleshooting, formatting, and doing
everything necessary to make the foreign
languages work as they should.
However, over the past six or seven years, I’ve
been more heavily involved in e-learning. The
landscape is changing, and I deal now with more
e-learning projects than I do technical manuals.
I can see that there are so many similarities
between the two roles, but is the world of the
instructional designer more desirable than that
of the technical communicator?

The differences between technical communicators and
instructional designers
Traditionally, we might think that the technical
communicator’s skill lies in informing the user
how to use a product or a feature, and that the
instructional designer’s skill lies in measuring
success and in delivering learning.
However, times have changed, and technical
communicators are much more involved in the
authoring of wikis, quick overview guides, FAQs,
and context-sensitive help. This information
might not be in the form of an instructional
course, but it is still being used to improve a
user's understanding.

Skill sets
There is a lot of commonality between the skill
sets of the technical communicator and the
instructional designer:
 Both must have good writing skills; they need
to be able to convey information in a clear
and concise way, and the information must
flow seamlessly.

 Both must have good design skills; they need
to decide when it’s best to use an infographic,
a video, animation, or a piece of text.
 Both must have a good understanding of
tools; InDesign, MadCap Flare, Articulate
Storyline, Captivate.
 Both must listen, collaborate and ask the
right questions of SMEs, technical teams, and
software developers.
However, there are also some distinctions that
are important to consider:
 Instructional designers require an
understanding of the psychology of learning.
They also need to understand about the
assessment of learning and how to engage the
learner in quizzes and interactions. Their aim
is to compress the learning process and fill
the gaps in a learner’s knowledge in the most
effective way.
 The instructional designer must determine
the best method of delivery. This could be
classroom-based learning, blended-learning
or e-learning. By far the fastest growing and
most widely-used type of learning nowadays
is e-learning.

e-learning in practice
I’m sure you’ve all experienced that dreaded
moment at work when your Compliance
Manager asks you to complete the latest online
course on Health and Safety in the Workplace.
Why do we all dread completing these courses?
There is the time you need to set aside to carry
out the e-learning, then there is the content of
the e-learning itself, which is sometimes pretty
boring. Then there’s the design of the e-learning
course. Most of the courses I have taken have
pretty dire design and some really poor quiz
questions at the end to top it off. It’s no wonder
we all dread them so much!
Good e-learning needs to be innovative. It
needs to draw the learner in, and be adaptive to
their needs. And most of all it needs to be fun.

Trends in e-learning
Mobile learning
Just as the technical communicator needs to
produce their material in a web- and mobilefriendly format, so too does the instructional
designer.
Mobile learning means that you can take the
product with you wherever you go. You can
access course materials whenever you want
to, and it’s concise so that you can study in
short bursts. This kind of flexibility promotes

motivation. You don’t have a scheduled training
session on a particular day, but instead you can
study on your mobile device, and at your own
pace, while you’re sitting on the sofa in your
own home.

Personalisation
Not all learners learn at the same pace.
e-learning needs to be adaptive to the learner's

needs. People can easily get frustrated if the
pace is too slow or if the CONTINUE button
doesn’t appear on the screen quickly enough.
The use of infographics is invaluable in
personalised learning. Rather than sifting
through lots of information, you can get all the
data and information you need in one colourful
creative infographic:

Gamification
What exactly is gamification? It’s much more
than just playing a game. It’s about applying
game thinking to non-game applications.
I watched a great experiment with a live
audience at a conference once, where a volunteer
from the audience who had never played the
platform game ‘Super Mario’ was asked to come
to the front. He was given the console and some
very basic instructions, which consisted of which
button to press for left, right and jump, and
then he was let loose on the game.
This was interesting. It showed that the player
instinctively knew what to do. It was obvious to
him that Mario should walk along in a certain
direction, and then jump to avoid something
dangerous that would eat him. The coin above
him was flashing, indicating that it was something
good to get hold of. If he didn’t jump at the right
time, he died. If he crashed into a dragon, he died.
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His progress and number of lives left showed
how he was getting on. The more points he
gathered, the quicker he moved onto the next
level. To be fair, he died pretty quickly, but he
did understand the concept and the game was
very intuitive.
Exactly these same concepts can be applied to
e-learning.
Learners can be rewarded by points or by
a score-based system, which means they can
move on to the next level by carrying out fun
tasks, and learning in the process of doing so.
A great example of gamification being applied
to e-learning is being used by McDonalds. The
game simulates the working of the new till
system, and enables employees to demonstrate
their knowledge of offering excellent customer
service by playing the game. Not only is it
interactive and fun, but it provides the real feel
of a business situation.
Deloitte has a training site with an online
training program for employees containing
videos, content and self-assessment. Their
learners are guided through a series of
missions, earning badges along the way, and
ranking on a leader board. Each learner has
their own social media-style home page where
they can update their status and follow others.
Deloitte reports a 37% increase in returning site
visitors since its debut.
Users of gamification will have a better
learning experience because it’s fun, and the
degree of engagement is high. Feedback is
instant. It’s so interactive that learners find out
quickly what they need to know, and the impact
on learners is measured quickly.
These trends are all helping to boost the
success rates of learning programs by offering
solutions that improve the interactivity of
learners, and it’s this interactivity that leads to
better retention of the course material.

Raising your profile through compliance
One of the primary drivers for e-learning is the
requirement to comply with external or internal
regulations. This can be Health and Safety,
or Certification for working on an oil drilling
platform. Since the individuals taking the course
are generally motivated to achieve a positive
result, you at least know that your work will be
widely seen, with a higher profile than many
software help systems and user guides.
The writing style is different for compliance
material, as the key is not to take a user through
a number of steps to achieve the desired result,
but to ensure that they retain key facts. This is
perhaps more difficult to achieve, but opens a
much bigger toolkit for you to use: gamification,
visual and multimedia illustrations all enliven
and assist the process of compliance learning.
Acquiring these new skills initially may seem
overwhelming, but creative expression is

very much a key ingredient of compliance
e-learning. If you find that traditional technical
publications don’t offer enough of a challenge
for you, or don’t seem to be appreciated highly
enough by your business; compliance-learning
could be a good route for you.

Have you thought about branding?
If compliance e-learning is a business
requirement, branding is very much one of
the key business drivers. It also enables you
to cross the Rubicon from production and
development to the vibrant world of marketing.
Brands are of course big business, ever
since Henry J Heinz boasted of his 57 product
lines and found a way to brand something as
inherently undifferentiatable as white beans.
Now I realise that the aims of branding
may sit uncomfortably with many technical
communicators, as the association with
Marketing or even Sales seems unusual for
technical communicators. But if you want a
higher profile, business writing is valued nowhere
else to the same extent, in my experience, and
if you are successful, then your style literally
becomes the brand itself; a far cry from the strict
confines of DITA or Simplified English.

Thoughts?
Did that whet your appetite? Could you move out
of your comfort zone and develop new skills in
instructional design? I just wanted to show you
an option and perhaps a way forward: the world
of e-learning is very exciting, and it’s huge! C
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